Edinburgh R Users Meetup
January 2020: meet the crew!

Federico Andreis, Karim Rivera, Mike Spencer
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Federico Andreis

Some pseudo-random stuff about me

- PhD in Statistics @ University of Milan-Bicocca (Italy)
- Lecturer / Faculty Statistician @ Health Sciences and Sport, University of Stirling (Scotland)
- sampling, geostatistical modelling, item response theory, ...

I've been an R user since 2001 (!), although it does not always show 😊
Some pseudo-random stuff about me

• PhD student in psychology, and statistics tutor at the University of Edinburgh

• R Ladies co-organiser

• 3 years using R 😊

Find me at...

@karimsinha

mail
Mike Spencer

Some pseudo-random stuff about me

- PhD in Snow hydrology (Edinburgh)
- Career in between: public and private sectors as hydrologist
- Researcher @ SRUC (Edinburgh)
- Spatial data, surveys, policy analysis, occasional snow...

I started using R during my PhD (~2011). Mainly I wanted to stop copy/pasting and automate tasks!
RStudio::conf watch with party!

With the support of RStudio, we are delighted to co-host an rstudio::conf 2020 watch party, jointly with the Edinburgh R-ladies!

The watch party will start with a pre-game event starting on January 29th 2020 at 16:00, followed by the keynote and session live-streams.

We'll watch the keynote from J.J. Allaire (RStudio) and Fernanda Viegas and Martin Wattenberg (Google Brain). Watch party attendees will be able to submit questions to the keynoters and we'll have some RStudio swag to give away!
WE CAN'T DO IT ALONE

ENLIST TODAY